**Emory Depot**
Presenter: Dave

**Design:**
New emory depot
architectural design firm that specializes in restaurant to help
Will be ready in the fall (2016)

bringing it all down to one level
the pick up counter will be on the side

feedback said people wanted booths, to hang out with friends and have conversations

two big communal tables, so that people could spread out and hang out, while also plugging in
banquets — bar seating

table for 4, also doubles as a stage w/ lighting an sound system (slightly raised?)

lots of pendent lights to bring it down, not in giant room

the plans will help absorb sound

all new furniture, lots of natural woods, and hints of orange

Wont feel just like a train depot

white subway tile

rugs like kaldis

general muer

bathrooms redone
  -can go see the finishes

**Menu:**
Breakfast all day
Also lunch options (burgers & fries etc. )

**FACE Updates**

Changes:
alacarte rice options at cox
bananas offered all the time
black bean burgers are cooked on separate

pickle tasting
ground up peanuts

Q: are the black bean burgers at dobbs or cox?
   A: at Cox and Saac

Q: found that cox salad bar toppings are difficult to reach when horizontal

Q: Cereal in Duc is unhealthy, is it possible to have rain bran, or Akashi crunch?

Q: SAAC menu is difficult to read?
   A: There is the menu out in the front before you go inside, also menu is behind register, and is online
   A: retail environment signs might need to be bigger

Like new sign at the bottom of stairs

Q: vegetarian friends would like some plain tofu
   A: There are some! Ask for some plain tofu, they have it in house.

Q: Is there too much tofu?
   A: yes
   A: There is too little tofu offered

Q: Meat portions are too small
   A: sometimes meat portions are accidentally too small.
   A: Tapas size portions

Q: Hot to go options from other places besides COX
   A: heated placement, is really difficult in a place like White Hall. Also health issues.
   A: Highland is very close as well.

Some people don't know where the heated stuff from cox is. The food is great!

Q: Dobbs market at 7 on Sundays have no options
   A: Should have the same options at any time during working hours
   A: PLEASE TEXT US
   A: Also ask before walking away

Q: DUC is often out of utensils during peak hours.
   A: We will fix it

Q: Cox at 5, at asian station tofu is out.
   A: Will check on it and try and fix it. If not there message, ask somebody.

3000 meals a day at Dobbs is served.

Q: DUC salad seeds at the end in addition to goldfish?
   A: yes
Q: tortillas at the end of the salad bar  
   A: Yes, it will happen  
   A: maybe in gluten instead?

Q: Gluten free options are limited all over campus  
   A: We will try

Q: Cox at peak hours the lines extends in different directions every day.  
   A: redesign, pay at food place, however until then there is very little to do :(

Q: Only been to cox a couple times, the sandwich line is quiet, when asked to toast the sandwich is only slightly toasted  
   A: Ok

Q: What is a meal swipe at white hall?  
   A: The sign is at the front

Q: At Cox there was sushi station, extra ginger or wasabi etc.  
   A: Can put cups out for it

Q: PB&J is triple decker, can it be just the single decker.  
   A: sure

Pickles

peanut butter grinder, different types

	